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This edition of the Flexi marks Susan Lake’s final as President
of the Composites Association. As she announced at last year’s
AGM, she is stepping down after five years in the role.
Susan leaves big shoes to fill, having guided the Association
through a rebuild period of strong growth and her stewardship
has seen CANZ grow into the strong and healthy organisation it
is today.
I’m sure all members will join with me in saying thank you to
Susan. We wish you well.
— Graeme Stilwell, Editor Flexi Magazine.

Our annual conference is shaping up to be
another great event.
We will be based at the Royal Port Nicholson
Yacht Club, Wellington, on Friday 14 September
for what has become a valuable annual opportunity for networking and camaraderie.
Along with an industry Who’s Who conducting a
“look and learn” showcasing the latest industry
developments and safety precautions, a series of
manufacturer and supplier updates on new trends,
products and projects will inspire.
Conference Preview, Page 4

ITO Conference
underscores
schools success
CANZ to the
forefront of
workplace safety
Showing off our
wares at BuildNZ
and DesignEx
Skills beyond our
borders — our
push for
immigrants

T

HE reason to belong to a successful
and vibrant Composites Association
and the value to business operations
of expert training in both operations
and work site safety was graphically demonstrated in the South Island last month.
A road trip to Christchurch, Timaru, Dunedin and Invercargill
by Ross George and Glenn Campbell, who conducted a series
of training events embracing a wide range of issues, was well
received by southern members, who by their geographical
location often cannot attend all programmes offered by CANZ.
Their professional presentations on the various sites in the
far-flung centres over the week of August 6 brought together
industry members in a common bond
The seminars proved valuable, Ross said, especially sessions on WorkSafe rules.
“The Worksafe Rules for ALL staff, not just the material
handler as previously, made for an interesting seminar with
much feedback and interaction,” he said.

All sessions were held in open discussions dealing with
practical workshop activities using small power point
modules.
“I believe everyone contributed and learnt a lot from
this format,” Ross said.
It was a series of thorough seminars leaving few
stones unturned.
“We initially dealt with materials covering safety, storage, segregation, spec sheets and SDS, spill kits, and
labels.
“In the polyester resin and gelcoat segments we covered choosing resin systems, heat distortion, temperature, spray techniques, wet film gauge, RTM infusion and
Chop,” Ross said.
MEKP covered chemistry, reactivity, and outcomes;
DMA and cobolt sections looked at chemistry, while the
acetone discussion covered the negative -28C flashpoint
and high volatility, clean up, work stations, alternatives,
and electrical and static electricity risk.
Ross said this gave staff certificate of compliance

Armatec Environmental Ltd employee Gary Barbour wearing a CUB
styrene monitor.

NZMAC ITO General Manager Chris van der Hor delivers his keynote address.

Schools Transition Adviser Tracey Eaton — her successful programme recognised.

Gelcoat workshops
training to complement their own organisation’s
training.
“This will continue to be of value to the ongoing compliance in our industry.”
The seminars also covered styrene monitoring,
demonstrating the Tiger Gas Detector (with some
actual workshop readings) and the Cub Reader
that was on loan from Entec Ltd
“Thanks for this invaluable equipment that
most people have never seen before.”
All events were well supported, with extra time
added given the enthusiasm we received, Ross
said.
The next planned event is Feilding on 27
September, and New Plymouth (to be advised).
Ross said Hamilton and Auckland events are
planned for later in the year.
“We welcome any feedback, or future topics to
cover, as we have over 30 modules prepared to
match any areas of interest,” Ross said. 

ITO
conference
reinforces
success of
schools
programme
NZMAC ITO General Manager Chris van
der Hor and Schools Transition Advisor
Tracey Eaton attended the annual Industry
Training Federation Conference in Wellington
26 and 27 June.
The conference provided a forum for discussion around industry training in New
Zealand and throughout the world. Delegates
included policy makers from the Tertiary
Education Commission and the Ministry of
Education, as well as the 11 industry training
organisations, tertiary providers and associated organisations.
Opened by Minister of Education Chris
Hipkins and with addresses from Paula Bennett, National Party spokesperson for Tertiary
Education, Skills and Employment and Shane
Jones, Minister for Regional Economic Development, the two-day event provided the
opportunity to learn about government initiatives and hear about industry training and
apprenticeships in Singapore, Switzerland
and Germany.
As one of the few ITOs providing recruitment support to employers through the
School to Work programme, the NZMAC ITO
presentation on Day 2 was an excellent
opportunity to share our success.
Chris and Tracey’s presentation included
an informative snapshot about the NZ Marine
and Composites industry, and the positive
findings from those who have been involved
in the programme.
The conference served to reinforce that the
work NZMAC ITO are doing with School to
Work is right on track with European countries who already run successful dual pathway programmes leading to apprenticeship
attainment. 

CANZ keeping
to the forefront of
workplace safety

By Zac Haar,
Carboglass
S an industry reliant on hazardous goods, the thought of WorkSafe NZ
reviewing exposure standards has caused some alarm – with good
reason.
On the one hand, if no-one is getting sick then there would appear to be
little need to change the WES (Workplace Exposure Standard). On the other hand,
as a group of professionals it is not enough to say our people are safe — we need to
be able to prove it.
This is where the Composites Association needs to be, right at the forefront of
health and safety, working with our members and WorkSafe NZ to ensure that we all
go home safely.
To this end, CANZ has purchased an Ion CUB which is a highly advanced Styrene
detector. There are a few CANZ members who have one of these or similar items
already, but some may prefer to hire on a case-by-case basis – now they can.
A part of the CANZ response to the WES from WorkSafe NZ came a proposal to
test and data-log a cross-section of the industry. Those who made submissions have
helped to put CANZ in a position to help effect change, or maintain the status quo.
Either way, we will all learn from the experience.
To get the ball rolling though, a small group (the styrene committee) has put their
hands up, and are happy to share all the nitty gritty of what is happening in our business, and to our bodies. The data picture we are beginning to build shows factory
styrene levels, the type of PPE used, the control measures we have, and to top it all
off, the mandelic acid levels in our bodies. This information, built up across a number
of businesses of varying sizes and specialities, will be used to build the basis of new
or amended guidelines – both external and driven from within.
What have we (Carboglass) learned so far?
Well, we went in fairly confident that we had a clean operation. High level alarms
put that notion in its place fairly quickly.
Day to day, we don’t really do a huge amount of hand laminating or gelcoating, so
on the occasions that we do, the results are quite dramatic. Our STEL (short term
exposure level) has been up as high as 78, well over the proposed 50 ppm, though
our TWA (time weighted average) tends to be around 15 ppm – less than the proposed 20.
We have completed some urine tests for mandelic acid. These were done first
thing in the morning at the beginning of the week – just to get a baseline. We will
repeat this process at the end of this week late Friday afternoon. This should give us
a comparison on weekly changes – if any.
This isn’t a topic that is going to go away any time soon. I think that continued
improvement is the goal for the industry. Once we have a larger data picture we will
be back, and more than willing to share. One way or another, I think that change is
coming. 

A

Outgoing President Susan Lake . . . “proud of our
accomplishments together.”

Friday September 14, 2018
CANZ annual conference
— Royal Port Nicholson
Yacht Club, Wellington.
Full day of presentations
followed by drinks and
dinner.
October 16 to 18, 2018
CAMX — Dallas, Texas.

March 12 to 14,, 2019
JEC — Paris, France.
April 10 to 11, 2019
Composites in Construction — Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
June 19 to 20, 2019
Ecocomp — Binley,
Warwickshire.
September 2 to 5, 2019
Advanced Composites in
Construction,
Birmingham UK.
September 23 to 26, 2019
CAMX Anaheim,
California .

This edition of Flexi marks my final as President of
the Composites Association. As announced at last
year’s AGM, I will be stepping down after five years
in the role.
This decision was not easy but is one that I am
determined to stand by as it is important that the
Association is refreshed with new ideas and new
visions in order to ensure that all members are represented and we continue to grow.
The past five years have sped past in a blur, and I
am proud of many accomplishments that we have
done together.
We have grown the membership, are fiscally
sound and have initiated many new activities to
promote the industry, communicate with members
and increase training.
Composite Technician is now listed as an Immediate Skill Shortage with Immigration NZ and we have
applied to move it to the Long Term Skill Shortage.
We are working with the NZ Marine & Composites
ITO to develop and improve the apprentice training
programmes and the numbers of apprentices in
training is increasing.
We have worked together to provide feedback on
the proposed change in Styrene WES requirements
and invested in detection equipment to ensure that all
members can document their efforts to maintain safe
working environments and avoid overly restrictive
regulations without good basis.
Ross and Glenn have started an effort to provide

By Mark Battley
Our annual conference is shaping up to be another great
event. We will be based at the Royal Port Nicholson Yacht
Club, Wellington on Friday 14th September.
We start with a session on Safety and Training with speakers from Worksafe, NZMAC ITO, and about the Auckland
Unitary plan.
After morning tea it’s time for an important discussion –
starting with the Executive Subcommittees reporting back on
last year’s projects on training, marketing and R & D, we then
want to hear from you about what CANZ should focus on for
the next year.
This will lead us into the AGM when, after appointing a new
President and Executive members, we can agree on future
plans and budget allocations.
After lunch we will have a session on compliance of composites from fire and structural requirements perspectives.
This includes an overview of recent CANZ-sponsored research on compliance and laminate flammability, then we will
hear from speakers from Engineering NZ about registered

staff training throughout the country.
There remains much to do and I will remain involved with the Executive and Association as long as
the membership will have me.
I have taken Greg Simons’ spot on the ITO Board
and will be advocating for ensuring that the apprentice programme is fit for purpose for our growing and
dynamic industry.
My final words in this column will be of thanks.
Thank you to the Executive, both members who were
there from the start of my term and who joined during
it. Your input during meetings and involvement in
direction of the Association is critical to the future.
Thank you to Mark and Bobbie who have served
my entire term as Vice President and Immediate Past
President and who provided counsel and support and
served as second signatories on all Association
transactions.
Thank you Caroline for your efforts as Secretary in
keeping us organised and members informed
through regular communications.
Last, but certainly not least, thank you to the membership for this opportunity. It has been a privilege to
represent you. An engaged membership is the greatest asset of the Association so I am pleased that you
were quick to get in touch when there were concerns
and I trust that you will continue to be active participants in the Association. 
— Susan Lake

engineers and the approval process, and case studies in
compliancing from Gurit.
The last formal session of the day is a series of manufacturer and supplier updates on new Trends, Products and
Projects.
Zac and Ross have lined up an excellent group of contributors for this so don’t miss it!
Included will be updates from the following manufacturers
and suppliers:
Glenn Campbell, Campbell Composites Ltd —Training
Ross George, NZ Fibreglass – New Products
Bobbie Mortensen, PJ Hobbs, New Products
Martin Hannon, Gurit, Fire Testing Update
Zac Haar, China Composites Expo overview
Phil Breytenbach, Chem Spec’s – Fire Retardant
Resins
• Troy Dougherty from NUENZ.

•
•
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•
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Following last year’s BuildNZ / DesignEx at the ASB showgrounds, CANZ expanded its stand (pictured above)
and allowed individual companies to contribute towards costs. The Composite Group, Gracol, Fibreglass Developments and Carboglass displayed along with a guest appearance from Gurit. Carboglass’s Zac Haar reflects
on this year’s very successful initiative. . .

By Zac Haar,
Carboglass

F

A poster display that attracted attention.

OR those in the know,
Greg Simons has been the
spearhead of the CANZ
marketing team for a number
of years. He has used all of
his knowledge of expos,
shows and cold calling to
gather a bunch of us together
for a combined CANZ display
at BuildNZ / DesignEx at the
From boats to tables, chimneys to car parts, we really managed to show off what we
ASB showgrounds for two
as an industry are capable of.
years running.
With Greg stepping down
work to date. Behind the scenes, this guy has been
from the executive and taking a sabbatical it looks like
amazing (personally, he has been very supportive of me
I’ve been promoted (HELP). Luckily the hard work had also – thank you ).
already been done this year so all it really took was a
Caroline as always running around after everyone –
phone call or two and we managed to set up in what
thank you.
turned out to be a great spot.
And last but not least Ross and the team at NZ FibreFollowing last year’s show we decided to expand our
glass. Yet again, helping out with storage, set up and
stand and allow individual companies to contribute
breakdown – even on the eve of a family holiday Ross
towards costs. The Composite Group, Gracol, Fibreput in the hard yards to help – thank you.
glass Developments and Carboglass (the same core
Next year we want to be better again, perhaps not
group as last year) displayed along with a guest appearbigger but better. A little more targeted I suppose.
ance from Gurit.
WE NEED YOUR HELP.
Situated right by the coffee cart / bar we at times
As much as I love spending long days hanging out
found ourselves run off our feet. It’s amazing how many
people in the outside world get excited about pultrusion. with Bondy, Stuart, Tracey and the odd hanger on,
With our display covering everything from pultrusions to spare hands and a little more variety wouldn’t go astray.
aircraft, boats to tables, chimneys to car parts we really Auckland-based companies, surely someone can escape for a couple of hours to man the CANZ stand. We
managed to show off what we as an industry are capa(CANZ) are working hard to grow the pie, not just our
ble of.
own individual slice(s) of it.
I have to call this year a success. Much better than
So that’s about it from me here. Soon we will start
last year – why or how I don’t know. It felt better I suppose ( I’ve had a bit of follow-up too, so that helps) – but talking about the next event, a bit of planning, some
decisions and most importantly, I hope to have some
most importantly this is helping to create awareness of
fresh input.
the composites industry. The theory Is that it will take a
few years to really see our efforts paying off. Tthis isn’t a
If you have some ideas, or want to be involved you
magic bullet, but a step in the right direction for us as a
are most welcome to come along and get involved. Hit
whole.
me up, we’ll have a chat and we’ll see if we can really
I’d like to give a big thank you to Greg for his hard
get composites out there to the masses. 

Here’s
good reasons
why you will benefit

1 The Association for Composites
If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we
are the only association that focuses entirely on this
business today. It helps one keep up with technology
and other changes, and with our links to overseas
composites association provides links worldwide. An
association "Code of Ethics" protects members.

2 Legislation Assistance
The Composites Association keeps abreast of changes
and issues guidelines to members.

3 Own Code Of Practice
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was
published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for our
industry. All members were able to provide input into its
development to ensure it was workable. Compliance
with the “Code” is the best way of meeting NZ health
and safety requirements.

4 Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as easy as
attending the Association’s conferences. A wide range
of speakers update us on new materials, technology
and equipment. There are hands-on equipment and
materials demonstrations and trade displays with ideas
and information for all.

5 Regular Flexi Magazine
The regular Flexi magazine is published for members to
keep them abreast of what is going on in the industry.

6 Industry Training
The association has led in the development of training
courses to suit our industry, working in association with
the New Zealand Marine and Composites Industry
Training Organisation.

7 Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to learn
about materials and techniques. Members can
participate in projects to market composites in New
Zealand and support the development of accepted
standards. An example of this was the publication of a
“FRP Design Manual”.

8 Low Cost
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed, in view
of the comprehensive service provided by the
Association. This is a great investment for your future in
our industry.

9 Official Solicitors
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank sponsor
Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors, Commercial
Lawyers, Auckland, now official solicitors for CANZ in its
official magazines, newsletters and other
communications to members.

New members
Carolynne Atkins, Concord Fibreglass Ltd,
Hastings.
www.concordfibreglass.co.nz
Andy Lamont, Explorer Boats NZ Ltd,
Auckland.
www.explorerboats.co.nz
Craig Wilson, Kilwell Fibretube Ltd, Rotorua.
Www.kilwellfibretube.co.nz
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Training Organifor immigration, CANZ President Susan Lake says.
The success of
sation.
our drive will
As one of the
hinge on our ability to demonstrate a need for immigration,
few ITOs providing recruitment support to employers
CANZ President Susan Lake says.
through the School to Work programme, NZMAC ITO is
“However, training is still critical and the listing of a skill
leading the charge in helping to plug the skills gap.
Another tool open to the industry as a whole is a reclas- shortage is not a substitute for taking on apprentices,”
Susan said.
sification of certain skillsets among our potential immi“For any members having difficulty with the immigration
grants.
process and recognition of the Composite Technician
In the last review of immigration skill shortages, CANZ
qualification for work visas under this scheme, Caroline has
led the push to get Composite Technician added as an
a standard letter on file which may be of use.” 
Short Term Skill Shortage.

DIAB gains NZ distributor
One of New Zealand’s largest distributors of composite consumables and technology, New Zealand Composites Ltd, has signed an agreement to distribute
DIAB products throughout New Zealand.
NZ Composites are distributors of a wide range of
carbon fibre, E-Glass, Aramid Fibre reinforcements,
Thermoset pre-pregs, Honeycomb, PET, PVC core
materials, and vacuum process consumables from the
world’s leading composite material manufacturers.
Spokesman for NZ Composites Dean Pannett welcomed the DIAB products to the distribution network
and said that like all products distributed by NZ Composites, customers will be supplied from regional stock
held in Auckland and on indent to offer a complete
composite supply solution.

Operating since 2010 NZ Composites has delivered
materials to some of the most exciting highperformance structures built in the region.
Dean said NZ Composites was delighted to work
with DIAB.
“We are well placed to offer the extensive range of
PVC core materials which will clearly complement the
wider range of composite materials we offer.
“Local stock of H and HP grade specifications will be
implemented through 2018, with specialised project
packets offered on indent,” he said.
More information can be obtained by visiting
www.nzcomposites.com or by directly contacting
Dean (based in Auckland) on + 64 (0) 21 300 151.

